Career Exploration – Final Project

**Career Research PowerPoint Presentation**

Present the following information in a PowerPoint presentation:

1. Job title of the career you researched
2. Overview (job description)
3. Job duties/skills needed
4. Other job titles may be known by
5. Where the jobs can be found (what industries do they typically work in?)
6. Future prospects (growing, stable, declining, etc.)
7. Typical:
   a. Entry-level jobs
   b. Transition jobs
8. Education required
   a. How much education does this profession require?
   b. Typical majors
   c. Good schools for this
9. What are the good things about this job?
10. What are the negative things about this job?
11. Compare what you discovered about the job to what you learned about yourself.
    a. Does this job fit with your Personality, Values, Interests, Generation (*Rapidly-Changing World/Labor Market Trends*) and Skills (*Technical and Transferrable*) you want to use?
12. What did you think about this job?
    a. Your Reaction:
       i. Yes – Sounds like a good fit and I am ready to commit
       ii. No – Did not like what I discovered, so I am not interested
       iii. Maybe – still interested, but not ready to commit
    b. What are you going to do with this information?
    c. What are your future steps? (*i.e. Set up an education plan, start networking, look for entry-level jobs, learn more about education required, investigate other options, etc.*?)

Your Presentation: Make sure it is professional:

1. Choose one of the standard designs
2. Maintain the same design throughout the presentation
3. Make sure each slide has:
   a. No more than 5 lines
   b. No more than one complete thought (approximately 7 words) across each line
   c. No full paragraphs or long text!!!!
d. Graphics are not necessary

e. Remember to show in “projector” format – not “edit” format

**Be sure to print out a handout (3 slides per page) of your PowerPoint file.**

**Submit to me for final project grading.**

(See the following for a print screen sample for printing 3 slides per page)